Practical Uses of A Semi-automatic Video Object Extraction System
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Abstract - Object-based technology is important for computer vision applications including gesture understanding, image recognition, augmented reality, etc. However, extracting the shape information of semantic objects from video sequences is a very difficult task, since this information is not explicitly provided within the video data. Therefore, an application for extracting the semantic video object is indispensable and important for many advanced applications.

An algorithm for semi-automatic video object extraction system has been developed. The performance measures of video object extraction system; including evaluation using ground truth and error metric is shown, followed by some practical uses of our video object extraction system.

The principle at the basis of semi-automatic object extraction technique is the interaction of the user during some stages of the segmentation process, whereby the semantic information is provided directly by the user. After the user provides the initial segmentation of the semantic video objects, a tracking mechanism follows its temporal transformation in the subsequent frames, thus propagating the semantic information.

Since the tracking tends to introduce boundary errors, the semantic information can be refreshed by the user at certain key frame locations in the video sequence. The tracking mechanism can also operate in forward or backward direction of the video sequence.

The performance analysis of the results is described using single and multiple key frames; Mean Error and "Last_Error", and also forward and backward extraction. To achieve best performance, results from forward and backward extraction can be merged.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the emerging video coding standard MPEG-4 enables various content-based functionalities for new types of content-based applications [1]. MPEG-4 provides standardized ways to encode video and audio objects, and the scene description, which indicates how the objects are organized in a scene. One of the most important innovations that MPEG-4 brings is the capability of manipulating the individual objects in an image sequence (video). To fully make use of these advanced functionalities, object-based video processing is required. The main purpose of video object extraction techniques is to obtain a semantic video object. A semantic video object corresponds to a human abstraction.

Recent developments in video object extraction research lead to two types of video object extraction technique i.e., automatic extraction (e.g., [2]) and semi-automatic extraction (e.g. [3], [4]). In automatic technique, object extraction is automatically done without user intervention. Automatic extraction technique is usually based on special characteristics of the scene or on specific knowledge (i.e. a priori information) such as colors, textures and motions [5].

The inherent problem of this technique is that it is difficult to automatically extract a semantically meaningful object, since the object may have multiple colors, textures and motions. In semi-automatic extraction technique, user is required to provide semantic information. A semi-automatic video object extraction technique based on Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) has been developed [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13]. This technique belongs to semi-automatic approach. It requires a key frame in which the semantic object of interest is manually given by the user at the beginning of video object extraction process.

2. METHOD

The track mechanism is based on LVQ, which provides optimal class decision for distinguishing between the object of interest and the background. LVQ codebook vectors are utilized to maintain the class of each region for tracking the semantic object. Each pixel of a video frame is represented by a 5-dimensional (5-D) feature vector integrating spatial and color features. Spatial feature refers to pixel position in 2-D coordinates, while color feature is represented by YUV color space components [13], [14].

The accuracy of video object extraction is evaluated with help of ground truth [15]. The basic idea -- which is common in most types of evaluations -- is a comparison between the algorithm generated output and some ideal version of “truth” (ground truth) [16]. Evaluation therefore consists in comparing the shape...
of the reference segmentation mask (ground truth) with the shape of the ones obtained by the algorithm to evaluate. The performance of video object extraction can be viewed as a set of metrics of interest on the output of video object extraction algorithms with respect to the reference segmentation mask.

Experimental results of our video object extraction system can be evaluated using mean error, which requires all ground truth frames of full sequence to evaluate the system thoroughly. However in real uses, ground truth frames do not exist. Instead, when evaluating the error for a temporal segment, there is another measure, namely error of the last frame of temporal sequence and it is called "Last_Error".

Fig. 1 shows the implementation of our video object extraction system in real world. A key frame is given by user at the beginning of temporal segment (1st key frame) to start the extraction process, while a 2nd key frame (Key Frame #2) at the end of temporal segment is made by user to objectively evaluate the results of object extraction using Last_error.

Semi-automatic means user’s assistance is needed at the first frame and then the system goes through the sequence forward do the extraction. When the error goes uphill above a certain threshold, the video object extraction process can be stopped, then a new key frame provided by user is inserted, and the process restarts again. This multiple key frames approach will maintain the extraction quality at a reasonable level in spite of occlusion and other changes. Fig. 2 shows expected frame by frame error using single key frame (or two key frames if 1st key frame functions as initial assistance and 2nd key frame as mean to evaluate the result using Last_error) and multiple key frames.

The decision that must be made when an insertion of a new key frame is necessary can be based on visual evaluation by user, who manually views the results of object extraction frame by frame.

In a lengthy sequence which consists of hundreds of frames, using our video object extraction system that has a tunable weight parameter $K$ which can be set to a number of different values, hence producing different results, user will face probably thousands of possible results.

However in practical uses, user does not have to view all, instead a limited number of frames which are sampled from a full sequence of the results. By viewing samples of result, user is still able to evaluate the performance of object extraction. A simplest method is to take the last frame of results as the single sample from the full sequence of results.

Using first key frame as start point and last key frame as evaluation point, as already illustrated in Fig. 1, user has to provide two key frames to get the best possible results from our video object extraction system.

Another possible and practical approach to fully take advantage of these two key frames is forward and backward object extraction. Instead extracting the object from frame $T_1$ up to frame $T_n$ (where $n$ is the number of frames) as usual using forward extraction approach, it is also possible to do backward extraction which proceeds from frame $T_n$ down to frame $T_1$. In backward extraction approach, key frame at the end of temporal segment serves as initial key frame to do the object extraction process.

Yet another better result still can be obtained by merging best results from both approaches. If error of object extraction increases as process goes on leaving

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In general, for lengthy real-world video sequences, the object of interest may undergo many changes over time. The object may become occluded, change its size, shape or color, or move too quickly, resulting in extraction errors. For practical application of this technique, it is necessary for the user to manually define the object of interest in multiple key frames to refresh the semantic information.

Tested sequences are “Foreman” and “Horse riding” which have errors in the some of their last consecutive frames. Insertion of a new 2nd key frame occurs at T=192 for “Foreman” sequence and at T=878 for “Horse Riding” sequence. To obtain best result for Foreman sequence, $K_1=3.1$ and $K_2=2.3$ are utilized, while for “Horse riding” sequence, $K_1=K_2=3.6$.

After inserting a new key frame and restart the video object extraction system from the new point, mean error drops as expected. Mean error of “Foreman” sequence equals to 5.90 when single key frame is used and drops to 4.58 when utilizing two key frames, while mean error of “Horse riding” sequence equals to 2.55 with a single key frame, drops to 2.32 when utilizing two key frames.

For high-quality extraction, it is essential to use an appropriate parameter value of tunable parameter $K$ such that mean error will be lowest as possible. On the other hand, $\text{Last}\_\text{error}$ can be evaluated quickly and easily.

Experiments are done using a set of $K$’s, ranges from 1.0 to 3.6 with 0.1 as an increment value. Fig. 4 shows that $\text{Last}\_\text{error}$ always means low mean error. This trend is observed consistently for all four tested video sequences namely “Claire”, “Foreman”, “Horse riding” and “Mother-daughter” sequence.

In a lengthy video sequence, a key frame can be taken from anywhere point and then do the forward or the backward extraction. Fig. 5 shows the frame-by-frame error rate of forward and backward extraction for “Foreman” sequence, and generally follows similar pattern --i.e. error rate tends to increase as moving forward/backward away from key frame-- as expected error rate of forward and backward extraction.

Foreman sequence is backward extracted and Fig. 6 (c) shows the best result of it. Lowest mean error of backward extraction results equals to 5.23, which is lower than the lowest mean error from the results of forward extraction which equals to 5.90. In other words, using backward extraction alone, a better result for Foreman sequence is achieved.

The mean error of merged result from forward and extraction approach equals to 4.70, which is lower than using either forward or backward extraction approach alone. The mean error of the merged result drops as expected.

The followings need to be considered in defining a key frame, because some properties of key frame have significant effect on performance of video object extraction system:
1. **Definition of complete object.** Choosing a key frame whose object mask covers a complete object is recommended. For example, last frame of Horse Riding sequence which does not show the head of the horse is not a good key frame as start point to do backward extraction for full sequence and will fail at certain point. Alternatively, key frame at beginning as start point can be picked to do forward extraction, because it contains a complete object (i.e., female rider and her horse).

2. **Pixel-wise accuracy.** Our video object extraction system relies on human to define semantic object. Since the video object extraction system is based on spatial and color features, it is important for user when defining a key frame to not misclassify the background as object or other way around, especially in boundary area. For example, if a key frame misclassifies part of the background as an object, while the background itself has a large region which has a color similarity with that misclassified object, then the system is likely to misclassify the object in the subsequent frames. Not only that, this error will propagate and in some cases even grow bigger in the subsequent frames.

3. **Size of the object.** Sometimes video sequence can only be object extracted one-way to produce good results, either forward or backward extraction, but not both. For example, if an object is too small in the first frame, then forward extraction is not possible to produce good results. As a rule of thumb, take a frame whose size of desired object is big enough as start point (say a quarter of full screen size or nearly half would be better), then do the extraction process. In addition, when defining a key frame, for user to manually and carefully create a mask from a small object is more difficult than a bigger object.
4. CONCLUSIONS

In practical uses of semi-automatic video object extraction system, ground truth of all frames do not exist, therefore instead of mean error, \( \text{Last_error} \) can be utilized as a measure of evaluation. Using two key frames in our semi-automatic video object extraction system, merged result with low error from best results of forward and backward extraction can be obtained. If extraction can only be done in one direction, utilizing multiple key frames can help in reducing error rate.
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Fig. 6: Foreman sequence (a) original frames (b) best results from forward extraction (c) best results from backward extraction